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Abstract. The paper provides a comprehensive description of theoretical and practical aspects of electronic speckle pattern interferometry 
for technological residual stress measurement in various machine elements. Any results obtained by investigation of residual stress in a 
welded joint are presented.  
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1. Introduction 
Information about levels and distribution of technological residual 
stress in materials is an important condition to guarantee strength 
and resource of machine structure [1, 2]. This is of utmost 
importance for structural elements with welded joints. In the vast 
majority of cases this information is received experimentally using 
destroying or partially destroying procedures. The current 
engineering practice mainly uses small hole drilling as stress 
indicators. The procedure for wide processing of source 
experimental data in terms of stresses is in fact an inverse problem 
of mechanics of deformable solids. Components of residual stress 
tensor are calculated basing on records of material local strain 
response in the drilling area using an adequate mathematical model. 
Various experimental mechanical equipment is used to measure 
strain response, including tensor resistant transformer sockets. 
However in this case the investigator receives but minimal 
information for analysis. Recent advanced trend is based on use of 
contactless coherent optical methods to perform high accuracy 
measurements of full displacement fields in the entire surface area 
of the deformable body [3, 4]. 
 
2. Preconditions and means for resolving the 
problem  
Electronic speckle-pattern interferometry is the most effective 
optical method in analysis of residual stress [5 - 8]. Recording and 
further use of strain response in the form of fields of two mutually 
orthogonal tangential components of displacements u and v is a 
preferred option from the standpoint of reliability of stress 
component measurement. To measure each of the component the 
object is illuminated simultaneously with two wide laser beams that 
are symmetrical with respect to normal OZ to its surface and lying 
in the same surface with the axis of displacements under 
measurement (direction of sensitivity of individual  
interferometers), i.e. OX or OY respectively. Figure 1 demonstrates 
an optical configuration for the measurement of displacement 
component u.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Images of the object before and after hole drilling are recorded 
using a digital video camera, transferred to the computer and stored 
as digital files. Primary information processing involves pairwise 
subtraction of digitized shots as recorded in each of the 
configurations and reflecting two different states of the object. As a 
result the difference images are covered by systems of bands which 
are lines of equal displacements u or v respectively. Pointwise 
decoding of the band pictures is made using the following 
relationships: 

𝑢 = 𝑁1
𝜆

2𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
; 𝑣 = 𝑁2

𝜆
2𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼

                     (1) 
 
where Ni is the fringe order in different points in respective 
interferograms (fringe patterns), λ is laser wave length (λ is about 
0.5 μm), α is the illuminating bean direction angle. 
Importantly, the recorded pictures themselves do not carry 
information about displacement signs which is characteristic of all 
optical interference methods. Identification of u and v signs 
involves inclusion by optical means of an additional known phase 
displacement of the illuminating light waves and analysis of the 
resulting changes in fringe pattern. In particular, additional linear 
phase displacement may be achieved by a slight inclination of the 
illumination beams towards the normal OZ. In the absence of 
displacements on the body surface this inclination induces 
interferograms as parallel equidistant bands oriented along the OY 
axis in case of the u measurement configuration, or the OX axis in 
case of the v measurement configuration. The picture in the 
indicator hole drilling area undergoes transformation and acquires a 
characteristic pattern depending on displacement signs. Below are 
shown typical interferograms as observed in study of values and 
signs of residual stresses using the hole drilling technique. Band 
pictures in Figures 2a and 2b characterize fields of displacement 
component u (horizontal for this picture orientation) as observed 
with different ratios of main residual stresses, corresponding with 
laboratory axes OX and OY in this case. Interferograms observed 
after inclusion of an additional linear phase displacement into 
illumination beams are used to identify signs of displacement 
(Figures 2c and 2d respectively). If sign of this displacement is 
known, it is easy to determine sign of the measured displacements 
by simple analysis of these fringe patterns. The main point here is to 
find out whether one should add or subtract phase displacements 
that are caused artificially by moving the body surface. This 
determines the side of inclination of the equidistant band raster that 
characterizes the additional phase displacement only. Analysis of 
interferograms in the cases considered helps to determine directions 
of displacements that are marked with arrows in the figures. 
Figure 3 is an example of measurement of displacement component 
v, when the unknown main axes of stress state and the laboratory 
axes do not coincide. In such cases the observed fringe patterns are Figure 1. Optical scheme of a speckle-pattern interferometer  

to measure displacement vector tangential component. 
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not as a rule symmetrical, however their decoding procedure and 
the rule for identification of displacement signs remain the same.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Solution of the examined problem 
The procedure for wide processing of experimental information in 
terms of residual stress components consists in minimization of 
deviations between recorded displacement fields and theoretically 
expected distributions as calculated basing on a mechanical model 
with variable stress state parameters. According to the commonest 
engineering approaches the analysis is made in the approximation 
of exclusively elastic deformation with stresses within the minor 
drilling area are assumed homogeneous. In study of thin-wall 
structural elements and indicator through-hole drilling the model for 
expected response is based on the well-known analytical solution of 
the Kirsh problem. In case of massive structures with blind holes 
drilled to the preset depth on their surfaces nominal response 
functions in displacements are found by finite element method.  
Let the model displacement functions expected after hole drilling in 
the presence of a single stress 𝜎𝑥 = 1 (𝜎𝑦 = 0) as obtained by some 
method are 𝑢1 = 𝑓(𝑟,𝜑) and 𝑣1 = 𝑔(𝑟,𝜑).  Here r, φ are polar 
coordinates of an object point in a system with the beginning in the 
hole center. Then calculation of stress state parameters 
(𝜎𝑥,𝜎𝑦 , 𝜏𝑥𝑦) in the minor drilling area is made by solution of the 
system of linear equations 

𝜎𝑥𝑓(𝑟,𝜑) − 𝜎𝑦𝑔 �𝑟,𝜑 − 𝜋
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containing on the right side actual displacement values measured by 
interferograms of displacement fields u and v respectively in M1 and 

M2 points situated in dark fringes. Most stable results are achieved 
with the choice of points at a distance of 2 to 5 radii from the hole 
center. Additional unknown model parameters u0 and v0 are 
included in equations (2a)-(2b) to allow for a possible unpredictable 
displacement of the object as a rigid whole with respect to the 
measuring system. The speckle pattern interferometry technique 
allows measurement of displacements in a rather large number of 
points, i.e. M = M1 + M2 > 5. Therefore the system of equation (2) is 
considered overdetermined and is solved by the least square 
method. This approach reduces significantly the effect of 
experimental errors. Then, if needed, the investigator addresses 
main stresses 𝜎1, 𝜎2 and angle of orientation of main axes basing on 
values of stress state components in the laboratory coordinate 
system OXY.  
Note that according to formulae (1) speckle-pattern interferometry 
sensitivity threshold in displacements is several tenths of 
micrometer. If maximal fringe orders in interferograms after 
indicator hole drilling do not exceed 1, then calculation of stresses 
with the approach considered becomes problematic. However this 
task remains soluble within certain limits if results of interferogram 
decoding obtained after inclusion of additional linear light beam 
phase displacement are used as source data. Obviously in this case 
that model presentations should also contain linear terms such as 
𝐴 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑟 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑) for equations (2а) and 𝐵 ∙ 𝑦 = 𝐵 ∙ 𝑟 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜑) 
for equations (2b). Constants A and B are additional parameters of 
the extended model and are also considered generally unknown. 
The number of experimental points should be increased 
accordingly, i.e. M > 7. Estimated sensitivity threshold for the 
method of residual stress measurement in this case is about (1,5÷2)· 
10-4 E, where E is Young’s modulus. 
After calculation of main (𝜎𝑥,𝜎𝑦, 𝜏𝑥𝑦) and additional (𝑢0,𝑣0,𝐴,𝐵) 
model parameters it is reasonable to solve the direct problem with 
imitation of interference fringes. If these patterns reproduce actual 
interferograms with a high accuracy, one may make judgments 
about adequacy of the obtained results. Figure 4 is an example of 
actual interferograms recorded experimentally with model fringes 
as thin white lines superimposed. As seen, high quantitative and 
qualitative coincidence of the bands is observed in this case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experimental study of residual stresses in samples at this stage of 
testing of technological production modes of structural elements is 
made under laboratory conditions using special optical arrangement 
(Figure 5a). A series of measuring instruments is developed for full-
scale testing of objects at various stages of their manufacture [9, 10] 
(Figure 5b). High structural rigidity is the main requirement for 
such equipment. Compactness of portable interferometers is ensured 
by small-size components, i.e. the laser and the video camera, as 
well as by a simple optical configuration as shown in Figure 6. 
4. Results and discussion 
Detection of residual stress in weld-fabricated structures is an 
important problem to be solved using the approaches and equipment 
developed. In particular, of much importance is information about 
the presence and levels of residual stresses in welded pipe-lines [11, 
12]. Figure 7 shows results of study of a pipe-line element with a 
ring welded joint as an example. x-coordinates in the diagrams 
correspond with axis coordinates of hole drilling points as counted 
from the joint center. As seen, stresses in the thermal effect area 
may reach rather high values which produces a negative impact on 
general strength characteristics of the structure and should be taken 
into account in assessment of its exploitation durability. 

a b 

c d 

Figure 2. Typical interferograms of displacement fields in the 
vicinity of holes drilled in a body with residual stresses:  

a, b — initial interferograms; c, d — interferograms after 
inclusion of an additional linear phase displacement into 

illuminating beams. 

a b 

Figure 3. Typical interferograms in case of misalignment of the 
interferometer sensitivity axis and the main axis of residual 

stresses in the body. 
 

Figure 4. Comparison of actual interferograms with model 
displacement field isolines. 
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5. Conclusion 
Electronic speckle-pattern interferometry is an effective tool to 
study residual stresses in samples and actual structural elements of 
industrial objects. Of the most practical utility is its combination 
with drilling of small-size holes as indicators of type and level of 
the body stress state. Development of special autonomous 
measuring equipment allows the whole complex study to be 
conducted under ex-laboratory conditions. 
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Figure 5. Experimental equipment for laboratory (a) and 
nonlaboratory (b) studies. 

Figure 6. Simplified optical interferometer scheme  
for tangential displacement measurement. 
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 Figure 7. Distribution of components of residual 

stress tensor.  
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